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1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of a fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh in [13] and was used 
afterwards by many other authors in various branches of mathematics. In [I] 
Chang defined fuzzy topological spaces. Several others continued the investiga- 
tion of such spaces. Among the papers dealing with this subject are [3, 4, 6-9, 
11, 121. 
In [!I] the author defined the fuzzy proximity spaces and studied some of their 
properties. In this paper we continue the study of fuzzy proximity spaces and 
prove some results analogous to those that hold for ordinary proximity spaces 
(see [lo]). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a nonempty set and I the unit interval. A fuzzy set in X is an element 
of the set Ix of all functions from X to I. Iffis a function from X to Y and p E P’, 
then f-l(p) is the element of Ix which is defined by f-l(p) (x) = p( f(x)). Also, 
for u E Ix, f(o) is the member of P’ defined by 
f(4W = SUP w 
ZCef-‘Lv] 
if f-l[r] is not empty 
= 0 otherwise. 
A fuzzy topology on X is a subset OL of IX such that 
(i) 0, 1 E (Y. 
(ii) If II, p E (Y, then p A p E 01. 
(iii) If pi E 01 for each i E A, then supiEA pLi E N. 
A map p ++ ,!& from P’ into Ix, is said to be a closure operator if for all p, p E Ix 
we have 
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(1) P GG- 
(2) /z = p. 
(3) /.L v p = /C v p. 
(4) 0 = 0. 
Given a closure operator on P, the collection 
{pEIu=&= 1 -p} 
is a fuzzy topology on X. 
A binary relation 6 on Ix is called a fuzzy proximity on X if 6 satisfies the 
following axioms: 
(FPl) p S p implies p S p. 
(FP2) (p v p) 6 u iff p 6 u or p 6 u. 
(FP3) p 6 p implies p # 0 and p # 0. 
(FP4) p 8 p implies that there exists a y E P such that p 8 y and (1 - r) 8 p. 
(FP5) p A p # 0 implies p 6 p. 
If S is a fuzzy proximity on X, the pair (X, S) is called a fuzzy proximity space. 
It is shown in [5] that if (X, 6) is a fuzzy proximity space, then 
(a) The map p ++F = 1 - sup{p EIX: p 8 CL) is a closure operator on 
IX. 
(b) If~.6pand~l~~,pl~pp,then~lsP1. 
(c) pSp iff FSp. 
A mapf, from a fuzzy proximity space (X, 6,) to a fuzzy proximity space (Y, S,), 
is called a proximity map if p 6, p implies f&CL) &f(p). Equivalently, f is a 
proximity map if p ?it p implies f-‘(p) s1 f-l(p). 
2.1. PROPOSITION. Let (X, 6) be a fuzzy proximity space and p E Ix. If 
A = {x E X: p(x) # 0}, then ,C coincides with the characteristic function xa of A. 
Proof. Let .V E A. If p E Ix is such that TV & p, then F 8 p and hence p A p = 0. 
Hence p(x) = 0 (since p(x) f 0). Thus sup{p(x): p 8 pFL) = 0 and therefore 
P(x) = 1. 
3. AN ALTERNATE DESCRIPTION OF A FUZZY PROXIMITY 
3.1. DEFINITION. Let (X, 6) be a fuzzy proximity space. For p, p E Ix we 
say that p is a S-neighborhood of p (in symbols p < p) if p 8 (1 - p). 
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3.2. PROPOSITION. Let (X, 6) be a fuzzy proximity space and p, p E Ix. Then: 
(1) p<p impZiesji<p. 
(2) p < p implies that there exists an element k of the fuzzy topology r(S) 
induced by 6 on X such that p < p1 < p. 
(3) Ifp8p,therearey,,y,EIXwithp<y1,p<yzandy18y,. 
Proof. (1) This follows directly from the definition of Q since, for y EI~, 
p 6 y implies p 6 y. 
(2) Suppose that p < p. Then p 8 (1 - p) and hence 1 - p < 1 - p. 
Thus 
1-p<l-p<l-p. 
If pr = 1 - 1 - p, then p1 E T(S) and 
CLGtQGP' 
(3) Let p 8 p. By (FP4), there exists ys such that p 8 ys and (1 - ys) 8 p. 
Similarly from the p 8 ys it follows that there exists yr such that p 8 (1 - yl) and 
x~Y~.N~wcL~Y~,P~Y~,~~~~,~Y~. 
3.3. THEOREM. If (X, 6) is a fuzzy proximity space, then the binary relation < 
on Ix has the followilzg properties: 
(1) 1 < 1. 
(2) p < p impZies p h (1 - p) = 0. 
(3) If~L1~~~pPppl,then~~~p,. 
(4) CL<PlAhA -.* “pn isfp<p, for i= I,..., n. 
(5) p < p implies (1 - p) < (1 - p). 
(6) If p < p, then there exists a y such that p < y Q p. 
Conaerseb, if < is a binary relation on Ix satisfying (l)--(6), then the binary 
relation 6 on I”, defined by p 8 p a8 p < (1 - p), is a fuzzy proximity on X. With 
respect to this fu.z.zy proximity, p is a S-neighborhood of p isf p Q p. 
Proof. Parts (1) and (2) follow from the (FP3) and (FP5), respectively. 
Parts (3) and (5) are easy consequences of the definitions. 
Since 1 - (y, A p2 A ... A pn) = (1 - ,ul) v (1 - p2) V ... V (1 - pLn) 
andsince~S(l-~~)v~~~~(l-~~)iff~S(l-~~)forsomei,(4)follows 
directly from the definition of <. 
Finally for the (6), suppose that p < p. Then p 8 (1 - p). By (FP4), there 
exists a y E Ix with p i4 (1 - y) and y 8 (1 - p). Clearly p < y < p. Conversely, 
let < be a binary relation on Ix which satisfies (l)-(6). We define 6 on Ix by 
P$P iff PU(l -PI- (*) 
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We will show that 8 satisfies (FPl)--(FPS). 
(FPl) This follows from (5). 
(FP2) Supposethat~.$aandp$a.ThenuS~,uigpandsoa<(l -p) 
and u < (1 - p). By (4), u < (1 - p) A (1 - p). Thus u < 1 - (p v p) and 
so uS(, v p). 
(FP3) Since p < 1 < 1, it follows that p. < 1 and hence p 8 0. 
(FP4) Suppose that p. 8 p. Then p < (1 - p). By (6), there exists a y such 
that p < y < (1 - p). Clearly p 8 (1 - y) and y 8 p. 
(FP5) If p 8 p, then p Q (1 - p) and hence p, A p = 0 by (2). 
Finally, it is clear that p is a &neighborhood of p iff TV < p. 
3.4. THEOREM. Let (X, 6) be a fuzzy proximity space and p E Ix. Then 
p = inf{p E Ix: p Q p}. 
Proof. Clearly there are p E Ix with p Q p. Let y = inf{p: p Q p}. If p Q p, 
then ,!i < p and hence F; < p (Proposition 3.2). Thus ,rZ < y. On the other hand, 
let x E X and E > 0. There exists a p E Ix with p 8 p and 1 - p(x) < p(x) + E. 
If pi = 1 - p, then p < p1 and thus 
This completes the proof. 
4. FUZZY FILTERS 
4.1. DEFINITION. Let j3 be a nonempty subset of Ix. Then, /I is called a 
base for a fuzzy jilter on X if the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(1) O#B. 
(2) If pL1 , pZ E ,9, then there exists ps E /3 with h < p1 A pZ . If /3 also 
has the property 
(3) ~1 > p E /3 implies p E /I, 
then /I is called a fuzzy filter on X. 
A maximal, with respect to set inclusion, fuzzy filter on X is called a fuzzy 
ultrafilter on X. 
Clearly, if ,8 is a base for a fuzzy filter on X, the collection 
&3) = (p E Ix: !I p E /3 with p < p) 
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is a fuzzy filter on X. If f&3) is a fuzzy ultrafilter on X, then /I is called a maximal 
fuzzy base (or a fuzzy ultrafilter base) on X. 
Using Zom’s lemma, we show easily that every fuzzy filter on X is contained 
in a fuzzy ultrafilter. 
One can easily show the following. 
4.2. LEMMA. Let CJ be a nonempty subset of I*. The following are equivalent: 
(4 If 1-11 , t.~~ ,..., I*,, are arbitrary elements of u, then p1 A p2 A *a* A .*. A 
pn # 0. 
(b) There is a fuzzy jltm q~ on X containing a. 
If D C P’ has the property (a) of the preceding lemma, then the set 
is a fuzzy filter on X containing u and u is called a subbase for this filter. 
4.3. PROPOSITION. Let I+J be a fuxq~ jlter on X. Then 
(1) q is a fuzzy ultra$lter on X zjf every TV E Ix with p A p # 0 for all 
p E qo belongs to qx 
(2) If v is a fuzzy ultrafilter on X and p-L1 v pFL2 E v, then either p1 E q~ or 
P2EP 
(3) If q~ is a fuzzy ultrafilter on X, then for each p E Ix either p E 9 or 
1 -/LEE. 
Proof. (I) Suppose that q~ is a fuzzy ultrafilter and let ~1 E Ix be such that 
p A p f 0 for each p E ‘p. Let a = q~ u (p}. Then u has the property (a) of 
Lemma 4.2. Hence, there exists a fuzzy filter vi on X with u C pi . By the 
maximality of p, we have v = yr and thus p E v. 
Conversely, suppose that pl contains every TV E I* such that 1-1 A p # 0 for 
each p E rp. Let v1 be another fuzzy filter on X which contains p and let p E vr . 
If p E q~, then p, p E q~r and hence p A p # 0. This, by hypothesis, implies that 
IL E P 
(2) Suppose that pi , p2 # q~ and set TV = pi v p2 . By (I), there are 
p~,p2E~with~~~pP1=~2~p2=O.Ifp==p1hp2,thenp~g,andp~~=O, 
which implies that p $9. 
(3) Suppose, by way of contradiction, that neither ~1 nor 1 - ~1 belongs to v. 
By (1) and (2), there exists a p E 9) with p A b v (1 - p)] = 0. Since p + 0, 
there is an x E X with p(x) # 0. For this x we also have p(x) v (1 - p(x)) # 0. 
This contradicts the p A b v (1 - p)] = 0. 
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4.4. PROPOSITION. Let f: X -+ Y be a map. If p C Ix is a base for a fuzzy 
ultrafilter on X, then 
f(B) = {f (4: p E 8 
is a base for a fuzzy ultraJilter on Y. 
Proof. We first show that f (/3) is a base for a fuzzy filter on k-. Clearly f (p) 
is not empty and 0 $ f @). Let p1 , ps E /3. There exists a tag E /3 with pa < pr A pa. 
Clearly f (ps) < f (PI) A f (pa). This proves that f (8) is a base for a fuzzy filter on 
Y. Let v be the fuzzy filter on Y generated by f (8) and let pI be another fuzzy 
filter on Y which contains q~. We will show that q~ = Q+ . Let p E q+ and let v,, 
be the fuzzy ultrafilter on X generated by /3 and let p1 E vc, . There exists pa E p 
with pa < p1 . Since f(p2) and p belong both to the fuzzy filter cpr , we have 
f (ps) A p # 0 and thus there exists a.n 01 > 0 andy E Y with p(y) > oi, f (p2) (y) 
> 0~. By the definition off (pa), there exists an x E X with f (x) = y and ,LL~(x) > 01. 
Now 
(f -‘(p> A PI) (4 2 (f -'(PI A PJ (4 = minb&h P(f(4)) > x. 
This shows that f-l(p) A p1 + 0 for each pr E qopo and hence f-l(p) E v,, by 
Proposition 4.3. Hence there exists p E /I with p <f-‘(p). Now 
P >ff(f-YP>> 2f(CL) 
and hence p E q~. This shows that q+ = 9, and the proof is complete. 
4.5. PROPOSITION. Let 9 be a fuxzy ultra$lter on a set X, Y C X and suppose 
that there exists a p,, E v which vanishes on X - Y. For each p 6 Ix we set 
F = p 1 Y. Then 
g =@:ELEd 
is a fuzzy ultrafilter on Y. 
Proof. If p E I* is such that p = 0, then p A p,, = 0 and hence p $ q. Thus 
0 4 $?. Also, if p1 , pa E v, then pL1 A pa E q and (pl A ps)” = ,G, A FP . Hence 
,I& A ps E rj.?. Suppose next that p E Iy is such that p > p for some p E 9. We 
define p1 E IX by 
~~(4 = ~(4 if x E Y 
= 1 if x $L Y. 
Then p1 > p and hence p1 G q~. Thus p = pl EI$. This proves that 8 is a fuzzy 
filter on I’. 
Finally, let p E Ir with p A fi # 0 for each p E v. Define pl: X --f I by pl(x) = 
p(x) if x E Y and pl(x) = 1 if x # Y. Then p1 A p # 0 for each p E ‘p and hence 
p1 E q~ since rp is a fuzzy ultrafilter. Thus p = A E +. Thus, by Proposition 4.3, 
completes the proof. 
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5. CLUSTERS 
5.1. DEFINITION. Let 8 be a fuzzy proximity on a set X. A subset a of Jr 
is called a S-cluster if the following conditions are satisfied: 
(Cl) If p, p E u, then p 6 p. 
(C2) If t.~ 6 p for each p E (T, then p E u. 
(C3) p v p E cr implies that either p E 0 or p E CT. 
5.2. Note. Let (X, 6) be a fuzzy proximity space and x E X. Then the set 
ut = {p EIX: /T(x) = l} 
is a &cluster. 
In fact, let p, p E a, . Then ,Z A j5 # 0 and thus ,% 6 j5, which implies that 
TV 6 p. Also, let p E Ix be such that p 8 p for each p E uZ . If p E Ix is such that 
pap, then ~$a,. Thus j(x) # 1, which implies (by Proposition (2.1)) that 
p(x) = 0 and so p(x) = 0. Thus 
SUPCPW P 3 d = 0 
and therefore p(x) = 1, which shows that p E a, . 
Finally, suppose that p v p E u, . Then 
1 = p v p(x) = F(x) v P(x) 
and thus either p E a, or p E cry . 
5.3. LEMMA. Let (X, 6) be a fuzzy proximity space. Then 
(1) If u, , u2 are S-clusters on X with a, C u2 , then a, = u2 . 
(2) Let u be a 8-cluster. Then 
(a) k 2 p E u implies p1 E a. 
(b) 0 6 u and 1 E u. 
(c) p E u if $ E 0. 
(d) If there exists a ,u E a and an x E X such that ,u( y) = 0 ;f y # x, then 
u =ux. 
Proof. (1) Let peas. If peal, then p, p are both in ul? and thus p 6 p 
by (Cl). This, by (C2), implies that p E ui . 
(2) (a) Since ,u E u, we have p 6 p for each p E u. This implies that 
p1 6 p for each p E u and hence pr E u. 
(b) This follows from (Cl) and (C2). 
(c) This follows from (C2) since p 6 p implies p 6 p. 
(d) Let f~ and x be a such that p(y) = 0 if y # x. 
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Let p E u. Then p 8 p. Let p1 be such that pr 8 p. Then j& S p and hence 
j%(x) = 0. (If jQx) # 0, then j&(x) = 1 and hence pr > p, which would would 
imply that p 8 p), and thus pr(x) = 0. Therefore 
which gives that F(x) = 1 and so p E a, . Thus u C ue and consequently u = a, 
bY (1). 
5.4. LEMMA. Let (X, 6) be a fuzzy proximity space and u C P such that 
(4 0 # 0. 
(b) /.L E u #,G E u. 
(c) #LL v p E u 23 p E a OY p E (5. 
Let pO E u. Then, there exists a fuzzy ultrajilter q~ on X with h E q~ C U. 
Proof. Let 52 denote the family of all subsets w of 1X with the following two 
properties: 
(1) PoEW* 
(2) If pr ,..., pLn~w, then pi A ... A ~,,Eu. 
By Zom’s lemma, there is a maximal (with respect to set inclusion) member 
w0 of Q. We will show that w0 is a fuzzy filter on X. Clearly 
poEwoCu. 
Let pl, pa E w. . Then pi A pa E u. Since w. u {pr A pa} E Q we will have 
pr A ps E w. by the maximality of w. . Also, let pL1 > p E wo. Then p1 = pi v 
p E u. Since w. u {pJ E Q, we have pi E wo. This proves that w. is a fuzzy 
filter on X. Let v be a fuzzy ultrafilter on X containing w. . We will finish the 
proof by showing that v C u. Suppose, by way of contradiction, that there exists a
p E v which is not in u. By (b), rZ $ u. Also, since ,E E q and rZ A (1 - ,G) = 0, 
we have that 1 -,%$QJ and so 1 --F$wo. Since 1 =pv(l -G)Eu and 
~~u,wehave1-~~u.Since1-~~~o,wecouldnothave(1-~)~p~u 
forallpEw,.Infact,supposethat(l -,~)~p~uforeachp~w,.Ifp~,...,p,~ 
w. , then pi A *.. A pn E w. (since w. is a fuzzy filter) and thus p1 A pZ A ... A 
pn A (1 - ,Z) E a by our hypothesis. It follows that w. U (1 - i;) E 52 and so 
1 -jiEWo, which is a contradiction. Thus, there exists p E w0 with 
p~(1-~)~u.Also~Ap~usince,Z~aand~Ap~~.Therefore 
p = 1 A p = [,ii V (1 - ,ii)] A p = (@ A p) V [(I - ET) A P] 6 0 
by (c), which is a contradiction. This completes the proof. 
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5.5. THEOREM. Let (X, 6) be a fuzzy proximity space and u C Ix. Then: 
(1) a is a S-cluster $7 there exists a fuzzy ultrafilter q~ on X such that 
(3 =(pEF:pSpforeverypE~). 
(2) If u is a S-cluster and CL,, E 0, then there exists a fuzzy ultrafilter 9, on X 
with pO E q~ C (J. 
(3) If u is a S-cluster and v a fuzzy ultrajilter with q~ C a, then 
u = {p: p 6 p for each p E q}. 
Proof. Since every S-cluster u on X has properties (a), (b), (c) of Lemma 
5.4, (2) follows from Lemma 5.4. To prove (l), suppose that there exists a 
fuzzy ultrafilter q~on X such that 
u ={p:pSpforeachpEv). 
We will show that a is a S-cluster. In fact, let pr , pa E a and assume, by way of 
contradictions that pr S pa . Then, there exists p with pr 8 p and (1 - p) 8 pFL2 . 
Since pr , pa E u, we have that p, 1 - p $ rp. This is a contradiction by Proposition 
4.3. This proves that (T satisfies (Cl). For (C2), assume that p 6 p for each 
p~u. IfpE~,thenpAp,#Oforeachp,E~.Hence pap, for each PEEL, 
which implies that p E u. Thus q~ C (T. Since p 6 p for each p E u we will have p 6 p 
for each p E q~ and so p E u. Finally, let pr , pa # a. There are p1 , p2 E q~ with 
plapl and I-G~P~ - If p = p1 A pz , then p E v and (pr v pa) $p which implies 
that pr v pcLz $ u. Thus u is a S-cluster. 
Conversely, assume that a is a S-cluster and let p,, E U. Then, there exists a 
fuzzy ultrafilter q~on X with p,, E v C u. Let 
a, ={p:pSpforeachpEv). 
By what we proved, ur is a S-cluster. Ifp E U, then p 6 p for each p E U. In parti- 
cular, p 6 p for each p E q~ and so p E ur . Thus 0 C ul and hence u = U, by 
Lemma 5.3. 
Finally, assume that u is a S-cluster and q~ a fuzzy ultrafilter such that v C U. If 
uI = {p: p S p for each p E p}. 
then al is a S-cluster containing u and hence u = U, . 
5.6. COROLLARY. Let (X, 6) be a fuzzy proximity space. Then, every fuzzy 
ultrafilter q on X is contained in a unique S-cluster. 
Proof. If 9) is a fuzzy ultrafilter on X, then 9 is contained in the unique 
S-cluster u = {p: p 6 p for each p E q~}. 
409/75/z-19 
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5.7. PROPOSITION. Let (X, 6) be a fuzzzy proximity space and t.~,,  pO E Ix. The 
following two assertions are equivalent: 
(1) POSPO. 
(2) There exists a S-cluster u which contains both t+, and p,, . 
Proof. (2 => 1) This is obvious. 
(1 - 2) Let 
~o=b:PSPol- 
Then o. has the following properties: 
(4 POE 00. 
(b) 06 00. 
(c) p E a, iff 9 E oO . 
(d) p v p E co iff p E o. or p E u. . 
By Lemma 5.4, there exists a fuzzy ultrafilter IJI on X with p. E ‘p C (TV . Let 
a={~:~S~foreverypE~). 
The S-cluster cr contains both p. and p. . In fact, if p E ‘p, then p E a0 and so 
p S p. . Thus p. S p for each p E 4~ and hence p. E u. Also, since q C u, pO E a. 
5.8. THEOREM. Let (X, 6,) and (Y, 6,) be fuzzy proximity spaces and f : X -+ Y 
a proximity map. If q is a S,-cluster on X, then u3 = (TV E Iy: TV 6, f(p) for each 
p E ul} is a &cluster on I- which contains f (q). 
Proof. By Theorem 5.5, there is a fuzzy ultrafilter q~ on X such that 
u1 = {p E P’: p 6, p for each p E q}. 
By Proposition 4.4, f(y) is a base for a maximal ultrafilter q~’ on Y. We will 
show that up coincides with the S,-cluster 
u. = {p E Zy: p S, p for each? E ~‘1. 
In fact, let /* E oe . Since y C or , we have p 6, f(p) for each p E q~ and hence 
p E oo. Thus ue C u. To prove the inverse inclusion, we first observe that 
f (ui) C q, since f is a proximity map. Thus, if p E u. , then for each p E ur we 
have p, f(p) E u. and so p S,f(p). Thus p E u2 and this completes the proof. 
Let (X, 6) be a fuzzy poximity space and Ya nonempty subset of X. The fuzzy 
proximity S, induced by S on Y is the coarsest fuzzy proximity on Y for which 
the inclusion map from Y to X is proximally continuous (see [5], 5.1). If, for 
each p E Ir, we denote by fi the element of I* which coincides with p on Y and 
vanishes on X - Y, then ([5], 5.2), for p, p E Ir, we have p Sr p iff px S px . If 
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f: Y-+X is the inclusion map, then f(y) = pr . We thus have the following 
corollary to Theorem 5.7. 
5.9. COROLLARY. Let (X, S) be a fuzzy proximity space and I-C X. If u1 
is a &-cluster on Y, then o2 = {p E Ix: p S px for each p E ut} is a S-cluster on X. 
5.10. THEOREM. Let (J be a S-cluster on a fuzzy proximity space (X, S), 
Y C X and suppose that there exists a p,, E a which vanishes on X - I: Let 
o,={pEu:p=OonX- Yjando’=($p~al),whereforpE:IX,@=p~Y. 
Then a’ is a &cluster on I’. 
Proof. By Theorem 5.5, there exists a fuzzy ultrafilter q~ on X containing p,, 
and such that 
Let I$ = {p: p E v}. By Proposition (4.5) q is a fuzzy ultrafilter on I’. Hence the 
set 
is a &-cluster on Y. We will show that ou = u’. In fact, let p E q, _ Then p S,b 
for each p E v. Since p > (B)~, we have px 6 p for each p E v and thus px E CQ 
since we also have px = 0 on X - I’. Therefore p = px E 0’. This proves that 
o,, C 0’. For the inverse inclusion, let p E ur . Let p E 9. Then pi = /*- A p0 E ‘p 
and thus p 6 pi . Since (& = p and (i& = pi , from the GS ,ui it follows that 
jj 6, pi and thus p” 6, fi since p 3 12, . Thus, for each p E +, we have p’ 6, p, 
which implies that p E q, . This finishes the proof. 
5.11. DEFINITION. A fuzzy semiultrafilter on a set X is a nonempty collection 
q~ of nonzero members of P satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) IfpvpEv, thenpEp,orpEp. 
(2) p 3 p 6~ implies PET. 
(3) If p A p i 0 for each p E v, then p E v. 
Clearly every fuzzy ultrafilter isa fuzzy semiultrafilter. Also, if (X, 6) is a 
fuzzy proximity space, then every &cluster is a fuzzy semiultrafilter. 
5.12. THEOREM. Let X be a set and @ a family of fuzzy semiultrajlters on X. 
The follozving are equivalent: 
(i) There is a fuzzy proximity 6 on X such that @ coincides with the family 
of all S-clusters. 
(ii) @ has the following properties: 
(a) Every fuzzy ultrafilter is contained in a member of @. 
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(b) Let p, p E Ix. If for each y E Ix there exists a q~ E @ such that either 
CL, y E v or p, 1 - y E y, then there is a p’ E @ containing both p and p. 
(c) Let v E Q, and p E Ix. If f or each p E v there exists 9’ E @ with CL, p E rp’, 
then p E 9. 
Proof. (i * ii) 
(a) This follows from Corollary 5.6. 
(b) Suppose that there is no q~ E @ which contains both p and p. By 
Proposition 5.7, we have p 8 p. By (FP4), there exists a y E IX with t.~ 8 y and 
(1 - r) 8 p. In view of Proposition 5.7, there is no p in @ which contains either 
both the p and y or both the 1 - y and p. 
(c) Suppose that p $9, E @. Then, there exists p E q~ with p 8 p. For this 
p there is no v’ E @ which contains both p and p. 
(ii + ij. \Ve define a binary relation 6 on IX by p 6 p iff there exists a p E @ 
which contains both p and p. We will show first hat S is a fuzzy proximity on X. 
It is easy to see that S satisfies (FNl), (FN2), and (FN3). For the (FN4), 
suppose that p 8 p. Then, there is no q~ E @ containing both p and p. By part (b) 
of (ii), there is a y E IX such that there is no qo in @ which contains CL, y or 1 - y, p. 
Hence, there is y such that p 8 y and (1 - y) 8 p. 
Finally, suppose that p A p f 0. Then, there is a fuzzy ultrafilter v on X 
which contains both p and p. By (a), there exists (T E @ with p C (I. Now p, p E u 
and hence p 6 p. This proves that 8 is a fuzzy proximity on X. 
Next we show that each member 0 of Q, is a S-cluster. Clearly cr satisfies 
(Cl) and (C3). For (C2), suppose that p S p for each p E U. Then, for each p E (J 
there exists (T’ E @ with p, p E u’. By (c), p E U, which proves that (C2) also holds 
and thus (r is a S-cluster. To finish the proof, it only remains to show that every 
S-cluster belongs to Cp. So, let (T be a S-cluster. There exists a fuzzy ultrafilter 
v on X such that 
u = (p: p 6 p for each p E 9). 
By (a), there is a o0 E @ with v C (3” .Since q, is a S-cluster, we have 
u. = {p: p 6 p for each p E ~1 = CT. 
This completes the proof. 
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